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Let’s get excited for FINT 2019!
#grüezifint2019 will be our conference hashtag representing the welcoming and
generous Swiss attitude as well as for our trust research community to get even
͡ is a shortening of "Gott
closer. For those of you who can not wait, grüezi [ˈɡ̊ryət̯ si]
grüez-i" ("God greets you") and is the Zurich, Glarnish and eastern Swiss
pronunciation of the same greeting, which reads "grüess-ech" in Bern, Solothurn,
southwest Taargau and the upper Basel region. So you can see, you will not survive
in Switzerland without knowing this salutation - make sure you can pronounce this
properly by January :-).
To make our trust research community even more excited about the 10th anniversary
of our FINT conference, we want to highlight two things:
(1) Food for thought
First, we are happy release our final FINT program and, as you will see submissions
are of highest quality ready to set the trends for international trust research in the
upcoming years. The program is accessible via our conference
homepage: http://www.fint-2019.ch/programm-practical-information or directly via
exOrdo: https://fint2019.exordo.com/programme/sessions/2019-01-09
(2) Swiss food for pleasure
Secondly, we want to tune you in for our unique conference dinner and the highlights
awaiting you. Imagine a snowy Appenzell Landscape with the sound of Alpine horns
welcoming you and putting you in the right mood for a Swiss aperitif, such as
Glühbier (a mulled beer with Swiss herbs).
Further, think of a wooden chalet where you will gather for a typical Appenzeller
cheese fondue. Of course, it is good tradition to have Schnaps or Alpenbitter
alongside the cheese menu or even a glass of the traditional fondue wine, the
Chasselas. Click on this link to get an impression of our conference dinner
location: https://www.schaukaeserei.ch/en
Sounds like a dream? This dream will come true for those of you registered for our
FINT2019 conference – stay excited.

The organizing committee cannot wait to welcome all of you in January. Until then,
we wish you all the best with your research. Trust us that the FINT2019 edition will
live up to the demands of such an important anniversary for the FINT community and
trust research.
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Call for Papers
EGOS Subtheme 50 on Dynamics of trust and distrust:
temporality, technology and ‘truth’
European Group of Organization Studies (EGOS) will be held from July 4–6,
2019 in Edinburgh, United Kingdom.
Short papers (max 3000 words) are due by January 14, 2019.
Further details of the call are available here.

The Trust Project
at
Northwestern
University
Journal of Trust Research
New Issue

To access the latest issue of the JTR
check out:
https://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rjtr2
0/8/2?nav=tocList

This issue contains six articles
exploring multilevel trust research
including an editorial from Ashley
Fulmer and Kurt Dirks as well as
papers from FINT members Audrey
Korsgaard, Sari-Johanna Karhapää,
Taina Inkeri Savolainen, and Fabrice
Lumineau among others. Thanks for
reading, recommending, citing,
supporting us and we are looking
forward to your own submissions!
Guido Mollering
Editor in Chief

Looking for a quick way to learn
about trust research done by
academics in unfamiliar disciplines?
The Trust Project at Northwestern
features videos that summarize the
perspectives of academic disciplines,
including philosophy, sociology, and
economics. The project also includes
videos from business leaders
discussing trust challenges they
have faced. To encourage crossdisciplinary thinking about trust, the
project’s videos include links that
encourage viewers to make
connections between different
videos. The project posts a new trust
video each month, which it
announces to its subscribers. A
recent video from FINT board
member Cecily Cooper can be
viewed here.
The Trust Project’s home page and
further details can be found here.

Very best wishes from the FINT Board - we look forward to seeing you
in January!
Antoinette Weibel (President)
Guido Mollering
Sandro Castaldo
Cecily Cooper
Mark Saunders
Lisa van der Werff
Please join the FINT LinkedIn Group to stay involved in FINT's
ongoing discussions and
announcements: https://www.linkedin.com/groups/4824312

Send your content for the next issue of FINT news to
lisa.vanderwerff@dcu.ie
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